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Golf club fitting is becoming a more and more precise science. In the last 10 years, a number of different devices have become 
available to club fitters for measuring either the flight of the golf ball (e.g. TrackmanTM and Flightscope® radar devices) or just 
the initial launch conditions (e.g. Vector ProTM and 3Trak® camera devices, Golf AchieverTM laser device). In 2008, PING 
released the nFlight® fitting software to tie in with any of these devices, capture data, digitally analyze and scientifically compare 
every aspect of every shot taken by a golfer to provide the best possible golf club fitting.  
One challenge arising from this approach was how to account for large differences in golf ball construction and performance, 
both in the initial launch conditions immediately after impact and the resultant ball flight. In particular, many golf courses use 
various kinds of range balls in practice and fitting areas. To conduct a golf club fitting using data derived from these balls could 
be misleading and result in inappropriate club choices. For example, a driver fitting using an exceptionally high spin ball could 
result in a low loft and stiff shaft being chosen to minimize the spin rate when actually the high spin is due to the nature of the 
EDOOXVHGLQWKHILWWLQJUDWKHUWKDQDVSHFWVRIWKHJROIHU¶VVZLQJ 
To account for these differences and ensure accurate data from a golf club fitting, the nFlight® fitting software provides a way to 
convert launch data from one category of golf ball into another. So far over 60 different brands of ball have been subjected to 
static, robot and player comparison testing including at least 1500 shots hit by Ping Man3,1*¶V URERWLF WHVWLQJPDFKLQH. A 
cluster analysis was used to group similar golf balls into various categories and C# code in the nFlight® fitting software was used 
to manage the data conversion.  
The poster describes the testing conducted, the methods behind the cluster analysis and the patent-pending nFlight® fitting 
software application of the data conversion.  
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